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Technical Abstract

This paper examines data on interest rates in the UK for iníormation on changes in
policy regime and their credibility in the period from 1959 to 1987 usin quarterly data. A
stochastic regime switching model used by Hamilton, based on an AR(4~ model for short
rates, and the corresponding model for loag ratea, does not adeqnately represent thia UK
data. Yields on long UK government debt behave conaiatently with the expectations model
of the term atructnre, on a number of basic teata. However, their relationship with yields
on treasury bills is not coasistent with the theory nnless an sutoregressive risk premium is
introduced into the holding penod yield on long bonda. The only evidence of a change in
the time-seriea behaviour of long bond yielda in thia data occurs at the end of 1974. There
ia no evidence of a policy change in 1979 or 1980. The hypothesis that these interest rates
contain unit roots cannot be rejected. Therefore teata of the expectations model devised by
Campbell and Shiller to take account of unit roota in the data were undertaken, but
revealed no evidence of departnres from the expectations model.



Non-technical Summazy

The paper attempta to draw inferencea about changes in macrceconomic policyregimes, and the credibility ofpolicy, from data on intereat ratea in the UK. The analysisis based on the expectations model of the term structure of interest ratea, under which theyield on long )Zonds is a wei~hted average of the current yield on three month treasury billsand expected futnre yielde, in snch a way thst over a holding period of three months, theyield on the treasury bill eqnals the yield (coupon yield plua expected capital gain) on thelong bond. The model implies that the relationship between changes in long rates andchanges in short rates depends on how persistent changes in short rates are. If an increasein short term interest ratea is ezpected to be of short duration, the long rate shouldincrease only a little. If an increase in short rates is expected to be permanent, then anequal increase in long ratea ia predicted.

Changes in monetary policy regime may affect the typical persistence oi changes inshort rates, and then, if the change in policy regime is believed to be durable, the responseof long rates to changea in short rates should change correspondingly. To the extent thatthe long rate does not behave as predicted by the theory, the policy regime may not be acredible one. For example, temporary increase in ehort term interest rates with the statedintention of reducing inflation may, ií the policy stance ia credible, actually reduce longrates, as occurred in the early 1980's in the UK. If not credible, if the rise in short rates isviewed as an adjuatment to a persistently more inflationary environment, then long ratesmay respond by rising rather than falling (as indeed they have in the UK in eazly 1990).
The paper attempts to examine auch issues by looking at UK data on treasury billyields and long government bond yields for the period 1959-1987, using quazterly data.Bill yields appear to follow a firat order autoregressive procesa, with a structural breakaround the end of 1974. Lo bond yields do not behave as predicted by the model, unlessa riak premium, which itaelf~ollowe a 5rst~rder autoregressive process, is added to thetheoretically predicted yield. There ie a atructural break in long bond yields also at theend oí 1974.

There is no evidence of a change in the peraistence of chan ges in short rates azoundthe time the MTFS was introduced in 1980, nor is there any significant change in theresponse of long rates to short rates then or since. These data do not point cleazly to anychange in policy in 1980. There ís, for example, no indication that the Conservatives' lowinflation stance reduced espectations of long term inflation and thereby reduced long terminterest rates relative to short ratea.
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Iatrodnction

The term structure of interest rates has often been used as a source of data from

which can be msde inferences on the expectations of market participants about the future

course ofevents, most notably in relation to the future rate of inflation. Long rates of

interest aze thought to be heavily inflnenced by future inflation rates. For example,

Hamilton (1985) uses term strncture data to iafer inflation expectations nsing a restricted

VAR model; Mankiw, Miron, and Wall (1987) use the expectations model of the term

structure to assess the credibility of the regime~hange involved in the setting-up of the

federal reserve in the US.

The purpose of the present exercise is to investigate whether interest rates in the

UK contain any useful information bearing on regime shifts in UK monetary (and fiscal)

policy in the postwaz period and on the credibility (or lack of it) of such shifte. The work

of Mankiw, Miron, and Weil (1987) (MMW) and Hamilton (1988) provides a atarting point

for such an inquiry. MMW found simple time~eries models for the three-month treasury

bill rate for the periods before and after the founding of the Fed. In fact they were able to

represent it as a AR(1) process. They found that the persistence of innovations in the

T-bill rate increased substantially after the founding of the Fed. If the policy change was

believed to be permanent and its effects on interest rates were understood, the expectations

model of the term structure predicte that the change in the process driving short rates

should be reflected in the theoretically implied relation between long and short rates. They

found that the change was very quickly reflected in it, and infer that the Fed, and its

consequences for interest rates, were quickly understood to be permanent changes.

Hamilton (1988), investigating the term structure in the US in the period

1962-1987, allows for a markov switching process between regimes, each regime being

reflected by a different time series process for short rates, which affects the relation
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between the long and short rates. Agents, being able to identify regime changes only by

their effects on short rates, have to make inferences about the true regime based on interest

rates, and long rates aze based on these inferences. He nses this structure to reconále the

expectations model with the change in interest rate behaviour in the period 1979-1982

when the Fed moved to control of base money supplies and let ahort rates become muc.h

more volatile than they had been thitherto. He azgues that time series which appeaz

non-stationazy may alternatively be represented as stationary series containing a few

structural breaks, and that this is a method of modeling them. He has applied this idea in

other contexts - exchange rate movements and GDP growth - where it appears to give

a useful representation of the data.

In the UK, one might inquire whether the introduction of the conservatives' MTFS

in 1980 had any effect on the dynamics of short term interest rates, and whether this was

reflected in long term interest rates, as if the change was expected to be permanent, in the

way that the expectations model predicts it should. This question is taken up in the paper.

The structure used by Hamilton for US data was applied to the UK. However the

estimates produced indicate that it does not satisfactorily summarise UK data. In

pazticular, the model for long rates, which expresses them as a distributed lag of short

rates, leads to very serially correlated errors. It appeazs that long rates depend on their

own past values, as we11 as those of ahort rates, in a way which is not easily reconciled with

the expectations model. Hence, rather than pursuing the Markov process model for regime

shifts, a simple atructural break in the data is identified, and models for interest rates

tested for each sub-period within which the statistical properties of the data appeaz to be

constant.

A prior issue, which is raised by some of the results referred to above, as well as by

the literature on excess volatility, is the validity of the expectations model of the term
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structure. Followin` a decade of reseazch, which began with the research of Shiller (1979),

the excess volatility literature has left the strong suapicion, if not incontrovertible proof,

that long rates aze too volatile, that bond markets are not efficient, and that there aze

syetematic depaztures from the ezpectations model. Consequeatly, before examining data

for evidence of structural breaks and testing market beliefa about them, the paper first

looks at some simple tests for market iaeffiàency. The UK data examined here appears to

survive such tests surpriaingly well.

The ezpec4ationa aodel of the term strnctnre

The pure expectations model predicts that the expected holding period yield on

assets of different terms to maturity but with the aame default riak ahould be equalized (by

the activities of risk neutral investora). The one~eriod holding yield at date t on a

1-period ( i.e., three-month) treasury bill, rt ia certain at t. Consider the one-period

holding yield at time t on a perpetuity with a coupon of 1, and a price at t of Pt. The yield

to maturity Rt is related to the price by Rt - 1~Pt. The ex post holding yield on the

perpetuity at time t is

Ht- (Ptfl - Pt ~- 1)~Pt - Rt -F (Rt - Rtfl)~Rt-~1'
Ht is uncertain at time t and known at tfl. Under the expectations hypothesis

Et(Ht) - rt.

Consequently the excess holding yield,

XHt - Ht-rt - Ht - Et(Ht),

is a forecasting error, and should be serially uncorrelated and unforecastable using any

information available to market partiàpants at time t. In particular, past interest rates

should contain no information on it.
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Using a linear approximation to the expected holding period yield, which has

become a standazd practice since Shiller (1979), the azbitrage condition gives the long rate

as a weighted average of current and expected future long rates. Viz., the expected holding

period yield can be approximated linearly by Rt -(Et(Rt}1) - Rt)~R, where R is the

mean value of Rt. Setting this equal to the short rate we have

Rt -(1-1')rt } 7Et(Rtfl) (1)

where rl~(1fR). Consequently we can write

Rt - (1-ry)~'mOryEtrt}i (2)

as the fundamental value of the long term interest rate. The solution to the homogeneous

part of (1),

Rt - 1'Et(Rtfl),
is bt - ryEtbt}1, where bt is interpreted as a bubble in the long rate. A general forward

solution to (1) includes both a bubble and the fundamental. However, in what follows I

have normally assumed that the long rate dces not contain a bubble. As a consequence of

(1), the change in the long rate should be negatively related to the yield spread:

Rtfl - Rt - I(1-~r)I ry)(Rt - rt) -~ ntfl (3)
where nttl - Rt~-1 - Et(Rt~-1) is the forecasting error in Rtfl'
Thus when the long rate stands above the short rate, there should be compensating

expected capital losses on the long bond. This relationship has often be used as one test of

the validity of the expectations model of the term structure.

Data

The data are for UK government debt from 1959 to 1988, taken from the Bank of

England Quarterly Bulletin. The short rate (rt) is the return on 91 day treasury bills,

measured by the rate of discount on allotment, on the last Friday of each quarter, as far as
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possible. The long rate Rt is the yield to maturity on government stock with ten years and

over to maturity, measured on the last working day of the quarter as far as possible. Both

are denominated in percentage points per annum. This data for the long rate is treated as

if it were the yield to maturity on a perpetuity, which ia cleazly a somewhat coazse

approximation. The data are graphed in figure 1.

The holding yield Ht is then Hts Rt f 400(Rt -Rtfl)~Rtfl~ where again Ht is

denominated in percentage points per annum.

Empirical Results

Simple tests of market efficiency

(1) Mean and variance of excess holding period yield

Over the sample period, 1959(2) - 1987(3), the excess holding yield had a mean of

.4508 (standard deviation 3.36) and a standazd deviation of 35.88. It does not appear to be

serially correlated. An LM test for serial correlation up to 4th order gives a test statistic,

which has a X2(4) distribution, of 1.55. Nor is there evidence of the excess holding yields

following an arch process. There is evidence of significant departure from normality,

however. Inspecting the data visually (see fignre 2) strongly suggests that the vaziance of

XHt increased in 1974. Splitting the data into two patts, the first ending in 1974(4),

confirms this impression, as table (1) shows. The standatd deviations in the sub-samples

are 26.15 and 44.32. While the mean exceas holding period yield was negative in the first

subsample and positive in the aecond, neither of the means is significantly different from

zero. There remains no serial correlation in the aubsamplea, but the residuals remain

significantly non-normal.

(2) Predictability of excesa holding yields.
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To test whether excess holding yields could be regazded as foreca.sting errors, they
were regressed on their own lagged values and the current value and four lags of the yicld
spread, for the whole sample period and for the two subsamples separately. Results arc
reported in table 2. There is no evidence that they can be predicted using this data.

The excess holding yield suggesta no departure from the expectations model.
However it should be noted that, as Campbell and Shiller (1987) point out, these tests are
not sensitive to the presence or absence of bubbles in the long rate. It is not possible to
infer from these tests that there are no such bubbles.

(3) Relation between the change in the long rate and the yield spread.

Tests of equation (3) above reported below in Table 3 show little support for the
predicted relationship. The change in Rt is regressed on the lagged yield spread Rt-rt
using OLS. The coefficients aze insignificantly different from zero and only a very small
fraction of the change in the long rate is explained. This result is consistent with the
change in the long rate being close to a random walk and difficult to forecast, most of the
actual change being an innovation. It does not provide strong evidence against the validity
of the theoretical relationship (3).

These simple tests do not reveal mazked departures from the ezpectations
hypothesis. They suggest that the long rate is lazgely driven by news and is lazgely
unpredictable from past data.

Time Series Models for Short and Long Rates

In recent paper, Hamilton (1988) proposes modelling the short rate as being driven
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by two processes, according to the state of the world at each date. The short rate is

represented by

rt - a~ -~ a1St t zt (4)

where zt - ~Plzt-1 } ~2zt-2 t ~3zt-3 } ~4zt~ } [~0 } ~1St]vt

vt " N(0,1), St takes values zero or one, denoting the state of the world. The evolution of

St is a markov process with constant traneition probabilities, Prob[St-1 ~ St-1-1]-p, and

Prob[St-O~St-1-0]-q. The state determines the mean and variance of the short rate.

Under the expectations model of the term structure, the long rate is a linear function of the

current value and three lags of the short rate, and of the best currently available estimates

of the atate in the current and last three preceding periods. Viz,

Rt - KR } ~Ort } ~lrt-1 } ~2rt-2 } ~3rt~ }

70p(St-1 ~ rt'rt-1~...] f 71P[St-1-1 ~ rt'rt-1~...] f

72P[St-2-1~rt'rt-1~...] f 1'9P[St-3-l~rt'rt-1~...] i.ERt
(5)

where the ccefficients of (5) are functions of the coefficients of (4) above and (2). Fitting

this model to the UK data produced estimates for the long rate which displayed

considerable serial correlation in the forecast errors. For this reason further estimation and

testing based on this set-up were not pursued. However, the results contain some

interesting features. The model is intended to capture changea in the mean of the short

rate and a change in its variance. The eatimates on this data indicated a decisive change

from state ~, to state 2 at the end of 1974, associated with a marked change in the variance

in the innovation in short rates, confirming the impresaion gained from visual inspection of

the data.

Given the unsatisfactory performance of the regime-switching model outlined

above, simpler models for the long and short term interest rates were tried out for the
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sub-samples within which the time~eries properties of the data appeared to be constant,

namely 1959(2)-1974(4) and 1975(1)-1987(2).

The short term interest rate was modeled as an AR(4) process. Results are given in

Table 4. The residuals for the subsamples appear not to be serially correlated or

heteroskedastic, but they appeaz non-normal in the 5rst sub-sample. There is some

evidence of heteroskedasticity when a single regression is fitted to the whole period. Only

the ccefficient on the 5rst lag of the dependent variable is significantly different from zero

in all the regressions. It would appear that the treasury bill rate is adequately represented

as an AR(1) process.

If the short rate could be validly modeled as AR(4), the expectations model implies

that the long rate should be determined by the cunent and three lagged values of the short

rate, as in the set-up used by Hamilton. In table 5 aze reported such regressions for the

long rate. As expected, they exhibit very mazked serial correlation in the residuals, over

the whole sample, and for each subsample separately. Only the current value of the short

rate appeazs to be significant in determining the long rate in these regressions.

Given these results, a more general model for the long rate was tried, including not

only the current value and four lags of the short rate, as the pure expectations model

predicts, but also four lags of the long rate itself, an admittedly ad hoc inclusion aimed at

producing a regression with serially uncorrelated errors. Results are reported in Table 6.

The residuals for the second subsample are still serially correlated, though for the first

sub-sample they appear not to be. There is now no evidence of non-normality in each

sub-sample, and no evidence oí heteroskedastícity. Only the one-period-lagged dependent

variable and the current and one-period lag of the short rate appear to be signi5cantly

different from zero. The joint insignificance of the third and fourth lags of both interest



rates is not rejected in the second sub-sample, and only mazginally rejected in the first

using a 501o size of test. The joint insignificance of the second, third and ïourth lags of both

interest rates is not rejected. These ahorter distributed lag models (Table 7) display no

evidence of serial correlation or non-normality. While the whole-sample regression

displays heteroskedasticity, the sub~ample regressions display none.

The regressions in Table 7 can be further specialized by taking out common factors

in the lag polynomials for the long and short rates, and putting them in the error term.

The common factor restrictions are not rejected in the second sub-sample. In the first

sub-sample, the model with second order lags is consistent with one common factor, but

the model with only first order lags is not consistent with a common factor. Estimates

with the common factor restrictions imposed are reported in Table 8. For the second

sub-sample, the AR(2) error process may be marginally better thaa the AR(1). For the

first sub-sample, the AR(1)-error model seems better: the value of p2 seems very poorly

determined. Although no formal tests of these against the general formulation used in

table 6 have been cazried out (yet), these simple models seem to chazacterize the data

fairly well, and appeaz to pass conventional tests of misspecification. The question they

leave behind is how they can be interpreted in the light of the pure expectations model of

the term structure (- and vice versa). They seem to suggest that the expectations model

can be sustained providing a time varying risk premium - the AR error process above-

is added.

If the short rate were driven by an AR(1) process,

rt - ~0 } ~t-1 } urt

and with the long rate determined by the pure expectations model, linearized as in (2)

(5)
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above, the relationship between long and short rates should be given by
1-ry ry

Rt - 1-ary
.rt f

1-ary ~~
i. e., the long rate should be an exact linear function of the short term interest rate.

Clearly it is not in practice. If however the expected ezcess holding yield on the long bond

reflected a risk premium which followed an AR(1) process, then the long rate would be

predicted to be proportional to the short rate as before but with an AR(1) error term.

Thus ií (2) were replaced by

Et(Rt) - rt } `pt (6)
where ~pt is AR(1), i.e.,

`pt - p`pt-1 } vt'
then the model predicts that the long rate is a weighted average of the short rate plus the

risk premium ~pt and its own future expected value Et(Rtfl)'
Rt -(1-ry)(rt f wt) t ryEtRtfl' (7)

The fundamental value of the long rate is then

Rt - 1-ry .rt } ry a(1 f 1- ry ~t' (8)1-ary 1-ary 1-ryp

(8) now contains an AR(1) error reflecting the risk premium ~Ot, and so could be written

alternatively by subtracting pRt-1 from both sides, in terms of the lagged long rate and

the current and lagged short rate, as

Rt - PRt-1 f 1-ry .rt - 1-7 Ort-1 } 7 a0(1p) ~ 1-ry vt
1-ary 1-ary 1-ary 1-ryp

(9)
or, using the AR(1) model for rt, in terms of lagged interest rates only, as

Rt - pRt-1 } 1-ry (~p)rt-1 f
1-p rya0 } 1-ry (~t } urt)

1-ary 1-ary 1-ryp

The system of equations consisting of (5) and (9) or (5) and ( 10) can then be estimated

jointly and the restrictions on the coefficients tested. The unrestricted form of (9) is

Rt - a0 } a1Rt-1 t bOrt f blrt-1 f uRt

(10)

(9~)
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and the unrestricted form of (10) is

Rt - a0 } a1Rt-1 } blrt-1 } u~Rt
(10')

Results of estimating (5) and (10') jointly aze given in table 11. The likelihood ratio

test of the restriction that b1-(1-ry)(a-al)~(1-~al) which lies in (10) is accepted. This

suggests that the hypothesis of an AR(1) risk premium in long rates may be true.

There remains an apparent anomaly in the results reported here so faz, in that the

excess holding yield on long bonds appears to be serially uncorrelated (recall Table 1)

whereas the risk premium was hypothesised to follow an AR(1) in (6) above. The

consequence of (6) is that the excess holding yield should be autocorrelated. Viz.,

Ht - rt - Wt f(Ht - Et(Ht))~

the excess holding yield Ht - rt is made np of the risk premium plus the unpredictable part

of the actual holding yield which should be white noise. The appazent lack of serial

correlation in the excess holding yield might be explained by the large size of the

innovation in Ht relative to the risk premium. The innovation in Ht is related to the

innovation in the long term bond yieldby

Ht - Et(Ht) -- 1 ry ry(Rtfl - EtRtf1)

Using the estimates of equation (10), an estimate of the variance of (RtEt-1Rt) is 1.5647,

the mean squared error in (10). Hence, with ry-0.97, an estimate of the variance of

HbEt(Ht) is 1635.8069. Since from Table 1 the estimated variance of the excess holding

yield is 1964.2624, the implied variance of the risk premium ~p is 328.4555, since var(XHt)

- var~pt f var(HtiEt(Ht)). The variance of the innovation v in ~p is (1-p2)vaz(~p), which

is 149.95666. The theoretically implied value of cov(XHt,XHt-1)-pvar(v)~(1-p2) is then

242.134, and the correlation between XHt and XHt-1 is .1233. Thus it dces not appear

implausible that a test for the absence of serial correlation XHt is not rejected.
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Unit roots in interest rates

Recently much attention has been given to the possibility that many economic

time-series may contain not a deterministic trend with stationary variations around it, but
a stochastic trend and a unit root, rendering the raw time~eries non~tationary. In the
case of the term-structure of interest rates, and for other present value models, Campbcll

and Shiller have devised tests of the expectations model which are valid when the series in

question contain unit roots. In the case of the ezpectations model of the term structure
this involves using relationships between changes in interest rates and the yield spread
rather than levels of interest rates.

In order to test for a unit root in the levels of interest rates, I ran a regression of the
first difference of the interest rate on a constant and the lagged level of the rate:

~xt - k0 f klxt-1 } vxt (12)
where xt is Rt or rt. The results are reported in Table 9 and 10. For both interest rates,

the point estimate of kl is small and negative, and the hypothesis of a unit root cannot be

rejected. Of course the hypothesis that the root was not 1.0 but .9 or .8 would not be

rejected either. On the basis of the data used here, it dces not appear possible to

discriminate between the series being stable and them having a unit root. However, since a
unit root cannot be rejected, it may be worthwhile to proceed on the assumption that the
data are integrated series and perform the tests devised by Campbell and Shiller.

From the basic relationship (1), by adding -ryRt}1 to both sides, CS obtain the
relationship

1-ry
Rtf1- Rt - 7 st }~tf 1 (13)
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where st-Rt-rt and nt-~1-Rt-F1-EtRtfl' Hence the yield spread is proportional to the

expected change in the long rate:

st - 1 ry ryEt~Rt-1-1

By subtracting rt from both sides of (1) can be derived

St - ryEtstfl } ryEt~rtfl (14)

m ~Et~rt}i (15)
-~i-1

Hence the yield spread equals the present discounted value of future changes in short rates.

The important feature of these relationships is that they involve first differences of the

interest rates, which aze stable processes if the levels contain one unit root, and also the

yield spread, which the theory consequently predicts to be a stable process. The

cointegrating vector for Rt and rt is ( 1, -1). Turning around ( 14) can be derived an

explanation for the yield spread in terms of past changes in ahort rates, and past values of

the yield spread. Suppose the change in the short rate can also be ezplained by past

changes in the short rate and past values of the yield spread,
n n

~rt - a[1 -f~ ~ ai0rt-i t~ bist-i }~ti-1 i-1
then ( 14) implies that

- 1 st st - Et-l~rt } ~t
7

- ryst-1 - a0 - ~i-1ai0rt-i - ~i-lbist~ } ~t

where t:t s st - Et-lst. ( 16) and ( 17) can be viewed as a restricted VAR in st and ~rt.

The unrestricted equation for st is
n n

st - c0 } ~ cist-i } ~ di~rt-i } ~ti-1 i-1

n

(18)

(17)

(18)

and the restrictions aze that cl - l~ry- bl, ci- -bi for i-2,..m, di --ai for i-1,...n. (16)

and (18) can be jointly estimated and the validity of the restrictions tested. Results are
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reported in Table 12. There is no evidence that the implied restrictiona are inconsistent
with the data, using 4th and lst order VAR models.

Conclnsions

The time~eries behaviour of interest rates in the UK appeazs to have undergone a
marked change in 19?4 quarter 4, manifested by an increase in the variance of excess
holding yields of long bonds, and a fall in the persistence of interest rates. There does not
appear to have been any change in the time-series properties when or after the

conservative government of Mrs Thatcher came to offíce in 1979 quarter 2. While the

excess holding yield on long bonds dces not appeaz to be predictable from its own past

values or those of yield spreads, the pure expectations model does not fit the data

satisfactorily. In pazticulaz it appears that while the short rate can be adequately

represented as a first order autoregressive process, the predicted proportionality between
the long and short rates dces not hold. The expectations model can be rescued by

introducing an autoregressive risk premium into the holding yield on long bonds. This is
not entirely satisfactory, since there is no independent evidence for this "risk premium"
which is just an ad hoc inclusion without good a priori explanation. Arguably such props
leave the theory vacuous. These tests and estimates rely on the data being stable
stochastic processes.

While there dces not seem to be conclusive evidence that UK interest rates are
unstable, the hypothesis that they contain unit roots cannot be rejected. Consequently
some of the tests recently devised by Campbell and Shiller for integrated interest rates
were applied, and these detected no signi5cant departure from the expectations model of
the term structure.
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The reason ïor the change in the behaviour of interest rates at the end of 1974 is not

cleaz. It may have been associated with the accession of the labour government of Harold

Wilson in 1974 and the anti-inflationary policy thm introduced (from which the

Conservatives' MTFS of 1980 emerted by a process of continuous evolution rather than as

a step change), or it may, perhaps more plausibly, have been a result of the shift to floating

exchange rates, the oil price shock of late 1973, and the increased uncertainties surrounding

these developments. Examination of UK interest rate data does not suggest that inferences

about the credibility of policy changes can easily be drawn.
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Data

Short rate (rt): Rate of return (o!o pa) on 91 day treasury bills, rate of discount on
allotment, last íriday of quarter, as far as possible

Long Rate (Rt): Yield to maturity on Long government bonds, with 10 years and
over to maturity. Rates on last working day of quarter, as faz as possible.

Source: Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin.

Holding yield on long stocks Ht s Rt-}- R t - R t~- 1.400 (olopa)
Rt-~1

Excess holding yield XHt- Ht - rt

Table 1

XHt - const -i- et

Mean and Vaziance of excess holding yield

59q2-,87q3 59q2-74q4 75q1,87q3
Mean .4508 ~.4 7.68s. d. 3.36 3.3 6.21
S.D of XHt 35.88 26.15 44.32
serial correlation
LM test X2(4) 1.55 2.61 2.59
Normality X2(2) 143.9 69.5 25.7

Arch X2(1) .0139 .153 .653
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Table 2

Predictability of XHt

Regression oí XHt on const, XHt-1'"XHt--4' (RtIt)'"(Rt-4rt-4)'

60q2-87q3 60q2-74q4 75q1-87q4

A2 -.0363 -.0523 .0119
F (d.f.) .5759 (9,100) . 679 (9,49) .0119 (1.06)
SE of regression 36.9 27.2 44.1
serial correlation X2(4) 1.9 1.6 7.4
Normality X2(2) 74.2 64.2 2.9
Heteroskedasticity X2(1) 3.0 .35 15.4
Test of exclusion oí

2XHt-1..XHt~ X (4)

OLS, 110 observations 1960q2 - 1987q3
Dependent variable XHt
Independent variables: current and 4lagged values of R-r

Regressor Coeffiáent S.E.
const -3.548 5.642
RDIFF 5.682 3.622
RDIFF -1 -.979 4.368
RDIFF -2 -2.849 4.3266
RDIFF -3 -1.637 4.2428

7.234

R2-.0370, F(5,104)-.8001, DW-2.1517, S.E. of regression-36.446
LM test serial conelation X2(4)-1.2438; Normality X2(2)-83.17,
Heteroskedasticíty X2(1)-5.045.
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Table 3

OLS

constant
s. e.

Rt-1 rt-1
s. e.

59q2-87q4 59q2-74q4
.125 .17
.128 .10

-.0568 0.0208
.0641 .066

R2 .0069 .0016

Serial Correlation X2(4) 3.2 7.9
Normality X2(2) 147.8 5.0

Heteroskedasticity X2(1) 6.3 .76

Table 4

AR(4) model for short rate

OLS, dependent variable is rt (TBUK)

111 obs 60q2,87q4
COEFFT SE

const .7561 .3514
TBUK -1 .9653 .0950
TBUK -2 -.0968 .1328
TBUK -3 -.0201 .1312
TBUK ~1 .0665 .0926

R2 .8405
Serial correlation X2(4) 1.4965
Heteroskedasticity X2(1) 3.9724
Normality X2(2) 31.3772

Regression of the change in the long rate DRt'Rt-Rt-1
on the lagged yield spread (RDIFF-Rt-rt).

59 obs 60q2-74q4
COEFFT SE

.4007 .4849
1.0641 .1304
-.3217 .1861
.2276 .1781

-.0138 .1363
.8069

1.8702
.0014

107.6441

75q1~7q4
.0122
.25

-.056
.102

.006

5.17
11.2

10.2

52obs 75q1-S7q4
COEFFT SE

2.8709 (1.2039
.8644 .1461

-.0279 .1931
-.1093 .1931
.0049 1467

.6214
2.515

4430
2.6609

Test of exclusion of TBUK(-2), TBUK(-3), and TBUK(-~l) from the regression, LM test, X2(3)
1.2267 .7702 1.2962
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Table 4 (Continned)

AR(1) Model for short rate

const
TBUK(-1)

R2
Serial oorrelation X2(4)
Heteroskedasticity X2(1)

.7920 .3328

.9111 ~.0374

.8431
2.1088
4.2822

.7702 .4253

.8937 .0666

Table 5

.7459
6.2360
0.225

2.3090 (.9742)
0.7834 (. 0883)

.6040
2.6190

.1796

Model for long government debt: OLS regression of Rt on current value and three lags of rt.

const
TBUK
TBUK(-1)
TBUK((-23
TBUK -3

R2

Serial Cor X2(4)

Normality X2(2)

Heteroskedasticity X2(1)

ARCH LM test X2(1)

60Q1-78Q4
T

1.9671 5.5525
.6804 7.1174

-.0129 -.0967
.0762 (.5757
.1966 (2.1099

.8331
70.1184
10.656
5.9500

13.8934

60q1-74q4 75q1~87q4
T T

.5304 1.5718 6.4540 5.7691

.6377 6.3685 .5499 4.0470

.1232 (.8609 -.0832 -.4647

.2415 ( 1.7641 -.0182 -.1012

.1461 (1.4426 .0940 (.6886
.9002 .3979

43.2529 25.0708
7.4118 .8095
.0276 .0051

1.8903
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Tab1e 8Unrestricted distributed lag formulation for the long rate
GSUK

111 obs 60q2~7q4 59obs 60q2-74q4
coefft T coefft Tconat . 3448 ( 1.4509 -.3574 (-1.5493TBUK .5226 (( 9.0038 .4012 (6.8109TBUK -1 -.3479 3.8764 -.1729 (-1.9724TBUK -2 .0191 2018 . 1331 (1.5539TBUK ~ -.0589 6444 -.1245 -1.5592TBUK ~ -.0001 . 0019 -.0776 ~-1.1162GSUK - 1 .6112 6.0999 . 8091 5.3372GSUK -2 .1759 ~1.5031 -.1087 ~.5828GSUK ,3 .0302 . 2630 .0599 (.3163GSUK -4 .0354 ~.3692 . 1762 ( 1.2267

R2

Serial Corr X2(4)

Normality X2(2)

Heteroskedasticity X2(1)

Predictive Failure X2(8)

.9430 .9752
1.1777 3.4497

54.6786 1.9833
11.8588 .0864

128.3418

75q2-87q4
coefft T
.5075 3.2868
.5723 6.1220

-.3697 2.5030
-.0924 0.5882
-.0113 0.0723
.0595 0.4984
.5043 3.2868
.2590 1.5062
.0338 0.1940
.0158 0.1056

.7201
15.7202
4.8049

.2066

Test of exclusion of GSUK(-3) and (-4), and TBUK(-3) and (-4), LM test, X2(4)

.8199 10.1393 1.1927

Test of exclusion of GSUK(-2), (-3) and (~), and TBUK(-2), (-3) and (~), LM test, X2(6)

8.6645 10.3148 5.9924

Test for 4 common factors X2(4) 2.083
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Table 7

Shorter lag formulations for the long rate.

OLS

const . 36 1.5 -.20 0.97) .94 (.9
GSUK - 1 .62 6.5 . 87 5.9 .54 3.8
GSUK~-2; .22 2.4 -.20 0.2 .27 1.9
TBUK . 52 9.2 . 36 6.0 .57 6.3
TBUK(-1) -.35 4.1 -.16 2.0 -.40 2.9
TBUK(-2) -.02 0.4 . 03 0.4 -.04 0.4

~2
Serial Correlation x2(4)

Normality X2(2)

Heteroskedasticity X2(1)

Tests for common factors:

1 common factor X2(1)
2 common factors X2(2)

.95 .97 .74

.53 4.1 4.8
46.0 .57 4.5
11.4 .88 .43

.337 .170
18.326 1.294

Const .44 (1.9 -.2 (1.1 1.8 1.9
GSUK(-1) .82 (15.4 .87 (14.2 .73 7.5
TBUK .51 8.7 . 36 (6.5 .53 5.9
TBUK(-1) -.35 ~5.1 -.15 2.1 -.40 3.9

~2 .94 .97 .72
Serial correlation X2(4) 7.4 4.1 6.5

Normality X2(2) 76.8 .71 6.4

Heteroskedasticity X2(1) 11.1 .73 .76

Test for 1 common factor X2(1) 16.041 .037
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Table 8

Static models for the long rate with AR(1) and AR(2) errors

Cochrane-0rcutt

60q2~7q4 60q2-74q4 75q1-87q4
const 6.01 5.6 125. (.02) 6.5 6.0
tbuk .49 ~9.0; .26 (4.2) .49 ~6.8~
~2 .9416 .96 .8081

pl .67 (7.0) 1.7 (8.2) .68 (5.2)
p2 .26 (2.7) -.75 (1.1) .16 (1.3)

Exact ML

const 7.3 3.0
TBUK .26 4.3
~2 .96
pl 1.24 (9.8)
p2 -.25 (2.0)

Cochrane-0rcutt A R(1)
const 5.4 6.3 7.1 2.7 6.7 5.8
TBUK .50 8.6 .31 ~5.1; .54 ~6.1;
i~2 .94 .96 .74
DW 2.4 1.59 2.4
p .91 (22.) .9878(53.3) .81 (10.0)
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Table 9

Tests of Cansality

OLS Regression of GSUK on const, GSUK-1,...GSUK~, TBUK 1.....TBUK~.

Deletion of TBUK-1 ....TBUK~, LM test -
Sample Period 6092-87q4 75q1-87q4
Test statistic X2(4) 1.2081 .5211

Deletion of GSUK-1 to GSUK~, LM test X2(4)
Test statistic 64.08096 20.4445

OLS regression of TBUK on Const, TBUK-1 to TBUK~, GSUK-1 to GSUK~.

Deletion of TBUK-1 to TBUK~, LM test X2(4)
Test statistic 23.8429
Deletion of GSUK-1 to GSUK~, LM test X2(4)
Test statistic .8314
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Table 10

Stability of the long rate GSUK

OLS regression of ~GSUK on Const, GSUK-1, OGSUK-1, ~GSUK-2, ~GSUK-3, sample period

1959q2-1987q3, test of deletion of ~GSUK-1, ~GSUK-2, OGSUK-3, LM test, X2(3)
- 2.2484.

~GSUK - .6088 - .586GSUK-1

(2.0039) (1.9776)

For the sample period 75q1-S7q3, the test of deleting ~GSUK-1, ~GSUK-2, ~GSUK -3 gives

X2(3) - .9304, leaving

~GSUK - 3.0263 - .2513GSUK-1

(2.4457) (2.5515)

ff2 - 0.993, SE oí equation - 1.2884, SD of ~GSUK - 1.3575.

Stability of the treasnry bill rate

OLS regressions, dependent variable OTBUK.
Sample period 59q3-87q3 59q2-74q4 75q1~7q3

TBUK(-1) -.09580 ~2.5i~ -.106 ~1.6; ?.2í313 ~2.4))

R2 .05368 .0407 .103
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Table 11

Joint estimation of (5) and (10')

rt - a0 } ~t-1 } urt
Rt - a0 } a1Rt-1 } blrt-1 } u~Rt

Sample period: 1975q1 - 1987q4.

Unrestricted:

Parameter Estimate Std Error

a 0.78338 0.086543
al 0.73025 0.09399
bl 0.017746 0.085784

Log likelihood - -166.679

!t.estricted: bl - (1-7)(cral)I(1-ary)~ 7- 0.97 ( imposed).

Parameter Estimate Std Error

a 0.77733 0.076784
al 0.73719 0.082057

Log likelihood - -166.691

Likelihood ratio test of 1 restriction, X2(1) -.024.

Equation (10):

Sum of squared residuals 81.3652
SE oí regression 1.25089
Mean of DV 12.2902
SD of DV 1.88726
Number of observations 52
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Table 12

Vector antor~egressions in the yield spread and change in short rate
n n

Ort - a0 f~ ai0rt-i }~ bist-i t~ti-1 i-1
n n

st - c0 }~ cist-i t~ di~rt-i f fti-1 i-1

4th order VAR in Ort and st-Rt-rt: n-4.

Unrestricted estimates: Log likelihood - -163.303
Restricted estimates : Log likelihood - -166.488
Likelihood ratio test of 8 restrictions X2(8) - 6.370.

lst order VAR in Ort and st. n-1

Unrestricted estimates: Log likelihood - -168.827
Restricted estimates: Log likelihood - -169.673
LR test of 2 restrictions X2(2) - 1.692.

Parameter estimates (restricted)
Pazameter Estimate SE
a0 -.45627 .25861
al .27419 .08759
bl .12808 .10058
c0 .32930 .21252
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